
REGISTRATION.

16.2. jaly 23. LORD FRASER afainst PHILORTH.

To take away apprisings, even against singular successors, there needs no for.
rmal grant of redemption or renunciation registered, conform to the act, which
extends only to wadsets properly so called.

Fol. Dic. V. 2. p. 330. Stair.

*** This case is No 62. p. 938. voce BANKRUPT.

666. luly 5. EARL of HuEr, against His WAPSETTTRs.

THE Earl of Hurne pursues certain Wadsetters to count and reckon for the
superplus, more than their annualrents, conform to the late act between debtor
and creditor; who alleged, first, Absolvitor, because the reversion produced is
null, not being registrated conform to the act of Parliament 1555, c. 29. or-
daining all reversions to be sealed, and subscribed by the party's own hand, or
a notary, which shall make no faith, if it be not registrated. It was answered,
That that act of Parliament was in desuetude, not only upon the point of not
registration, but want of sasine, otherwise the act of Parliament 1617, anent
the registration of sasines, had not been necessary.

'THE LORDS repelled the defence, and found the said old act of Parliament to
be in desuetude.

One of the defenders further alleged, That the rights of these reversions are
prescribed, because they were not pursued within the 13 years appointed by the
Parliament 1617, c. I2. It was answered, That the pursuer or his predccessor
were minors, during the space of four or five years of the said thirteen, et prz-
scriptio non currit contra minorem. It was answered for the defenders, that in
this part of the act, there is no exception of minors, albeit in the former pirt of
the act, anent the 40 years, minority be expressly excepted, et exceptio firmat
regulam in casibus non exceptis, especially seeing reversions being but pacta de

retro vendendo, and so bonds were prescribed by the old act of Parliament, so
the addition of 13 years was ex nera gratia, and ought to be strictly iner-
preted.

THE LORDs did also repel this defence, and found that the 13 years run not
against minors.

It was firther alleged for one of the defenders, That the reversion made use
of against him, was since the act of Parliament 1617, and not registrated, and so
could not operate against him, who is singular successor to the granter thereof.
The pursuer replied, Thit before the defender's right, he had used an order of
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